
How the Universe Works  -- side 41
More About Torque:

Example 50: Find the net torque produced about the handle of the low mass 
wrench by the forces below.           25 N
                                                                     40 N

                                        50°                  70°   

            0.35 m    0.25 m

This is a simple torque meter and a wrench. You can 
combine these into one instrument called a torque 
meter. The're pretty expensive, but they allow you to 

put just the right amount of snugness on a bolt.

A pitcher has many 
pivot points and lever 
arms to apply torque 
as he throws a 
fastball. Here's the 
pivots I see:
His wrist, his elbow, 
his rotator cuff in his 
shoulder, his center 
and the vertical line 
of symmetry of his 
body.

I took this picture when we were visiting 
Santa Cruz a few years ago. It's the first time 
I witnessed a brilliant (why didn't I think of 
that?) way to get the tennis 
ball way out in the 
ocean for her 
labrador to retrieve. 
The plastic 3rd 
class lever holds 
the tennis ball 
in a cup on the
end. It adds an 

additional lever to the throwing motion. 
Imagine if the pitcher on the top left 
picture had one of those! 

Example 49:  Notice that the moment arm (also called the True Lever Arm (TLA) is always 
pependicular to the Force or the Force's "Line of Action" (LOA).  The Line of Action is an 
infinite virtual projection of any vector, usually force. It is represented by a dashed line 
extending as far as necessary from the head and tail of the vector. The TLA always starts at 
the pivot point--the axis of rotation-- and extends perpendicular to the LOA.  The radial 
vector (r) extends from the pivot point to where the force is acting on the object. It always 
starts at the pivot and points to where the force is acting ("There it is. . .There it is . . . ") The 
"torque right triangle" is represented by the shaded in right triangle above. Notice that the 
radial vector is always the hypotenuse. The TLA is one of the legs.  Φ is the angle symbol 
you use to represent the torque angle. It is always the angle between the LOA and the radial 
vector. The magnitude of torue can be found with:   τ = FrsinΦ = (force) (TLA)

r
Φ

Since the wrench is low mass, the only torques we have to worry 
about are from the two forces. The red dashed lines are the LOAs 
for each force.  Every torque creates a torque right triangle. 
Φ₁ = 50° so the torque created by the 25N force is 
τ₁ = F₁r₁sinΦ₁  = -(25N)(0.35m)(sin50°) = -6.7Nm 
(negative because tends to make the wrench rotate clockwise)   
τ₂ = F₂r₂sinΦ₂ = -(40N)(0.60m)(sin20°) = -8.21Nm  (the angle here 
is 20° because 90° - 70° = 20°)  

So the total torque on this wrench is   -6.7Nm - 8.21Nm = -14.9 Nm
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